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Date: 06.03.2017
NOTICE

In response to the Advertisement Notice No.ER-01/2016 dated 27.08.2016, the hard copies of
Applications of candidates received upto 28.11.2016 in the Staff Selection Commission(ER), Kolkata
have been considered. Those applications were examined in terms of the Notice of Recruitment i.e.
Advertisement Notice No. ER-01/2016. The status of candidatures of the applicants are given below as
Annexure-I in respect of Post Category Nos. ER10316; ER10716; ER10816; ER10916; ER11016;
ER11216 and ER12116 respectively.
2.
The candidates would be Shortlisted provisionally amongst the Candidates who have been
considered as Provisionally Eligible (PE) candidates on the basis of the Percentage (%) of Marks in the
Essential Qualification, as indicated by them in their online applications, attached to the respective Post
advertised. The candidates will be shortlisted in the ratio of 1:50 i.e. 50 candidates for every vacancy, subject to
availability of sufficient number of eligible candidates by applying suitable cut-off in percentage of marks, in
multiple of five. The details of the Shortlisting Criteria to be adopted in respect of the particular Category of Post
would be indicated during the course of Shortlisting. The provisionally Shortlisted Candidates will be called for
the Selection Post Examination in Computer Based Mode as per Corrigendum/Notice dated 28.02.2017
(http://www.sscer.org/MATTER/NOTICE%20dt.%2028-02-2017%20-%20Modi.%20of%20Scheme%20of%20Exam.-HINDIENGLISH.pdf). Hence, all the Provisionally Eligible (PE) candidates are requested to visit the Website

of the

SSC(ER) i.e. www.sscer.org from time to time in order to get updated information.
3.
All the Provisionally Eligible (PE) candidates are also requested to ensure themselves that as on
26.09.2016 (Crucial Date for reckoning Age/EQ/Experience/Category Status etc. as on Para-9 of the Notice of
Recruitment), they are fulfilling all the criteria of the Notice of Recruitment viz. Essential Qualification/ % of
Marks in EQ/ Period of Experience (if applicable)/ Caste & Community Status/ CGCE or EXS Status (if
applicable). The candidates seeking AGE-RELAXATION & RESERVATION etc. should invariably ensure that
they are fulfilling all the Terms & Conditions pertains to their respective Caste/Community/Category as stated at Para12 of the Notice of Recruitment [Para-12(A): SC&ST/ Para-12(B): OBC/ Para-12(C&D): PH/ Para-12(E, F & G):
EXS/ Para-12(H): CGCE] and also ensure that they are able to produce the Original Documents as and when required
by the Commission, otherwise their claims for age-relaxation, reservation etc. shall not be considered and their
candidature would liable be cancelled henceforth or any stage of recruitment process without giving any Notice
to them.

By Order
Sd/Regional Director(ER)
Staff Selection Commission (ER)

Please Click Here for see Annexure-I

